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CHAPTER I 
PROBLEI•I , JUS'riFICA'l'ION AND S COPE 
1.. Problem 
The problem of this study is to obtain an evaluation of 
one goal of science teaching by analyzing the opinions of 
selected students concerning the value of studying science. 
The goal to be evaluated is the realization that the study of 
science can be valuable to every individual. 
2. Justification 
Need for evaluation.-- Some authors are of the opinion 
that it is impossible to ever satisfal/orily evaluate the 
long range value of education . Dyer for example says: 
":Most teachers have the hope, if not the conviction, 
that v;rhat they do in the classroom has a lasting and 
beneficial eff ect on the lives of those they teach. To 
detennine once and for all how far these hopes are real-
ized is obviously impossible.n y 
The same aut hor, hov;rever, goes on to say: 
"Failing some sort of evaluation, however limited, 
one cannot properly judge whether the whole expensive 
educational enterprise is realLy getting an~Jhere or 
whether it is just a convenient device for keeping a 
million teachers in pocket money.n 
So even though we may never f ind a fixed means of evaluation 
l7W9rkshop in Science in General ,ducation, General Science 
in Education, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1952, p.l$8. 
_g/loc. cit. 
-1-
2 
attempts must be made. 
Although it is generally agreed that evaluations o£ sci-
ence teaching are needed, scarcely a beginning has been made. 
11 Obourn states that an aspect of science in need of research 
is " ..... the developing program in methods of evaluating pro-
cedures in science education.n VIe can now make valid measure-
ments of intellectual ability and scholastic achievement. I t 
should be just as important to measure the results of science 
teaching. For this reason this study is attempting to eval-
uate one goal o£ science teaching from the standpoint of stu-
dent opinions concerning the value of studying science . 
Importance of knmlledge.-- Knowledge is valuable only 
'l;'lhen an individual knovvs its applications and us es. IT nence, 
knowledge taught for the sake of kn01.vledge alone is of little 
value . Educators sometili:les leave themselves open for criticism 
in this respect. This study might serve to point out t he need 
for specifically tea ching the values of science as well as 
subject-matter. 
Attainment of intangible outcomes.-- The evaluation of 
science teaching obtained by this study should be of partie-
. y 
ular value in the area of intangible outcomes. Noll states 
1/ ~llS1'iOrth s. Obourn, "Preparing the Design i'or Science Edu-
cation Res earch," Science Education (December 1954), 38 : 398. 
y'Victor H. Noll, The Teaching of Science in Elementar y and 
Secondary Schools, Longmans, Green and Company, New Yor k , 
1939, p.22. 
3 
that attitudes, appreciations and inter ests are the most 
i mportant outcomes to be striven f or in the teaching of sci-
ence. The attairunent of these intangibles, hovTever, is not 
assured by stating that they are important. A means of eval-
uating their attainment by students must be devised. Then it 
can be determined where the current teaching of science stands 
and vvhat can be done to further the implantation of these 
intangibles. 
Opinions determine vocations.-- The opinions o:f a stu-
dent concerning the value of studying science will be a decid-
ing factor in determining whether he will chcose a vocation in 
the sc:ientific field. "No resource in our land is more impor-
tant and as necessary to conserve as the inventive and ingen-
1/ ious spark that makes a boy or girl a research scientist. 11 
In order to help conserve this valuable resource we should 
analyzE~ the opinions of s t udents. Then steps can · be taken to 
eliminate any which are found t o be detrimental. 
Shortage o:f science teachers.-- There is a critical 
s hortage of competent science teachers. In 1953 the annual 
need for science teachers exceeded 7000, while at most 5000 
y' 
potential replacements were graduated from college . In 
lJNargaret E. Pattersoni nsearch, or Scientists , " Science 
Ne\ts Letter :· (November 1 , 1950), 5$: 314. 
,g/Report of Conference on Nation-v1ide Problems of ....,cience 
Teaching in the Secondary Schools, Critical Years Ahead in 
Science Teaching, Harvard University Printing Office , 
Cambridge, 1953, p.lO. 
4 
order to help combat this shortage 'tie must make certain that 
every student is fully cognizant of the value of studying sci-
ence. Promising students are not apt to enter the science 
teaching field if they and their peers are not fully aware 
of these values. 
Shortage of scientists.-- Scientists are playing increas-
ingly important roles in the advancement of civilization and 
the preservation of our present society. In the United States, 
however, the production of trained scientists, engineers and 
technicians is s eriously lagging . "Our mm total of 50,000 
engineers graduated in 1950 plummeted to a low of 20,000 in 
June of 1954. In the same period Russia increased its engi-
1/ 
neering graduates from 28,000 to 54,000." Only by constant 
evaluation of our present science teaching can we find out 
\"lhy \'le are losing t his important race. · 
A"V'rareness of value.-- The students of today will be the y 
leaders to tomorrow. Read says: 
. "The real over-all purpose of teaching science is 
to make good citizens. This is going to involve value judgements by pupils as to '\'>That in science and in : scien-
tists is good. It is going to involve them in hlll!lan 
relationships where scientific knowledge can change their 
attitudes. It is going to produce congressmen and judges 
!/Ralpl:{ J. Cordiner, Which Way America, Public Relations 
Division, General ' Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York, 
1955, p. 5. 
a/John G. Read, nEvaluation of High School Science Instruction n 
. ' Bulletin of the National Association of Secondar - Schools 
Principals January 1 53 , 37: 175. 
5 
wno must a ppreciate the work of engineers and doctors. 
Along \'lith 150 million citizens they all vdl plan their 
parts in the kind . of world · l'le will have t wenty years from 
no\'1. rr 
. The students of today l'lill also be t he parents o:f tomor-
row and so will help shape the attitudes of their children. 
If students hold the study of science in lovf esteem this atti-
tude • ,ight persist into t heir adult years and manifest itself 
in their children. A child who hears f rom his parents that 
studying science is bore some, pointless or possibly vwrse will 
tend to either avoid studying science or enter courses preju .... 
·diced. 
&1rollment in science courses.-- Despite the . fa ct that 
v;e li vc~ in a modern world surrounded by · conveniences and pro-
ducts made possible by science, young people become less and 
less interested in its study. 
11 Everyone is convinced of the i..rnportance of science 
in our society - .for good or for evil. But fevv are those 
who consider scientific matters sufficiently enterta ining 
to devote to t hem any time or· eff ort beyond that r equired 
to satisfy a sense of duty .. n JJ · 
In 1900 twenty per cent of the high school population 
studied physics. In 1952 less than six per cent were enrolled. 
The same is also true of chemistry , although general science y 
and biology seem to be holding t heir own. It is hoped that 
!/Uorkshop in Science in General Education, op. cit ., p . 1. 
£/Elwood D. Heiss, Ellsworth S. Obourn and Charles \'I . Hoff:tr.an, 
J'.iodern Science •reaching, The IJfaci<Iillan Company , Nevv- York, 
l952, p. 17. 
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t his :;;tudy will help to w1cover any detrimental at t itudes or 
opinions that might be causing this decrea~e. 
3. Scope 
'l'he scope of this study includes the greater portion of 
the s t.udent body at Boston University Junior College and the 
Freshmen class at Boston University School of Education . 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 
1. Objectives of Science Teaching 
The problem of this study is to obtain an evaluation of 
one goal of science teaching by analyzing the opinions of stu-
dents conce±-ning the value of studying science. Before \ve can 
evaluat e anything we must find out what we are trying to do. 
The objectives of science teaching as set forth by several 
authorities v1ere therefore, examined. 
y' 
According to Noll \~he aims of science teaching are: 
\ 
"1 • . Under:;>tanding of the nature and organization of 
the environment. 
2. Attainment of health. 
3. Acquisition of desirable habits of v'!Tork and 
study. 
4. Inculcation of habits of thinking that contrib-
ute to the scientific attitude. 
5. Development of ability to use the scientific 
met hod. 
6. Development oi' ability to do household tasks. 
7. Development of interests in science chiefly for 
worthy use of leisure through reading hobbies, etc.u 
According to the Forty-sixth Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, the objectives for science 
l/Victor H. Noll, op. cit., p • . ~3 • 
:..?-
instruction are: 
"1. Functional information 
2. Functional concepts 
3. Funct ional underst.andings of principles 
4. InstrUL~ental skills 
5. Problem-solving skills 
6. Attitudes 
7. Appreciations 
$. Interestsn 
For a summar y of the objectives of science teac i.1 ing 'tve y 
look to the Comnission on Secondary School Curriculum. 
u •••• the function of science teaching is to provide 
rich and meaningful exper iences in t he basic aspects of 
living, so directed a s to promote the fullest possible 
realization of personal potentialities and the most 
eff ective participation in a democratic society. " 
It can t heref ore be said that the otijectives of science 
teaching are f unctional i n scope. l'Je can extrapolate t hat if 
an individual gains those objectives, he should have a high 
opinion of the va l ue of studying science. Conversely, he is 
apt to have a low opi nion if he does not gain them. So by 
analyzing the opinions of students concerning the value of 
studyi· g science, "t·ve can determine whether t hey are attaining 
I/Connnittee on the Teaching of Science, National Society for 
the Study of Educat ion, Science Education in American Schools, 
Forty~sixth Yearbook, 1947, Part I, The University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, p. 251. 
ycomm:Lssion on Se condary School Curriculum, Science in 
General Education, D. Appleton Century Company, NeirJ" York, 193$, 
p. 388 . 
9 
those f unctional objectives. This determination \"lill in turn 
constitute an evaluation of one goal of science teaching. 
2. Evaluation 
Definition.-- Evaluation asks the question, nHow well 
JJ 
are we doing?" Vlatson says ~ that nevaluation is the effort 
to estimate as best we can hm~ v-tell 1r1e have achieved what '\tle 
set out to accomplish. This involves much more than tests 
and a great deal more than giving grades." 
Measurement and evaluation.-":" It is important that \'ie 
make a sharp distinction between measurement and evaluation. 
Iv:easurement may be a highly mechanical and even routine use 
of some tool or instrmnent to provide a purely quantitative 
Y . 
descri tion of observed phenomena. Evaluation on t h e other 
hand i:3 never this. It must be conceded, however, that measure-
ment in some form is usually a part of evaluation. 
Importance of evaluation.-- Abraham Lincoln once said, 
"If we could first know where we are and whither we are tend-
ing, we could better judge what to do and how to do it.rr This 
applies equally well to science teaching. Only by constant 
evaluation can 1."ie find out whether current methods of science 
teaching are adequate. 
Difficulty of evaluation.-- Most evaluations of science 
teaching are carried out by measuring the amount of knm"iledge 
1/Workshop in Science in General Education, op. cit., p. 205. 
2/c.c •. Ross, Ivleasgrement · in Today's Schools, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., New York, L/47, p. 488. 
10 
the students have learned. 'l'hey consist for the most part of 
giving tests before and after teachi~~ and computing changes 
. y 
in the scores made by the students. · · Such evaluations, how-
ever, neglect the attainment of the intangible outcomes of 
educat "on. 
"Ascertaining changes in attitudes and appreciations 
is more •••• difficult. A few useful instruments are avail-
able, and techniques are knmm for developing others. 
For evidence of these changes, \'le must depend almost 
entirely on student's expression of their feelings and 
attitudes .u y . 
Evaluations obtained by an~lyzing the changes of attitudes and 
apprec:Lations of the students are a vital necessity to effec-
tive education. They must be carried out despite the diffi-
culties and complexities involved. 
). Opinions 
Definition.-- An opinion is a belief or conviction more 
verifiable and stronger in intensity than a mere hunch or 
impression but less 
positive knowledge. 
overt expression of 
valid and strong than truly verifiable or 
1/ An opinion can also be defined as the 
!d 
a controversial point. 
ysamuel Ralph Powers, "The Effects of Instruction in Science 
on Thought, Feeling, and Action,n Teachers College Record 
(February 1940), 41: 405. 
y'loc. cit. 
3/Daniel Katz, Public Opinion and Propaganda, The Dryden Press, 
lre\'1 York , 1954, p. 63. 
4/William Albig, Public Opinion, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New Xork, 1939, p. 179. 
11 
A1~titudes and opinions.-- The expression of an opinion 
- 11 y 
always involves the attitudes of the individual. Allport 
defines attitudes as being a mental and neural state of readi-
ness, organized through experience, exerting a directive or 
dynamic influence upon the individual's response to all objects 
and situations v'Tith ~1hich it is related. Although this study 
is principally concerned with opinions, it is important to 
know that opinions are determined by attitudes. 
Measurement of opin~ons.-- Opinions are meast~ed either y 
by tests or by rating scales. Both methods are usually 
accomplished by the use of questionnaires which ask for react-
ions of the individual concerning his beliefs, preferences, 
. lJ 
likes and dislikes, judgements and choices. 
4. Questionnaires . 
The questionnaire, although sometimes described as being 
an overworked and abused device, is a valuable instrument ,' for 
2.1 
securing educational data. Symonds states that it is the 
instrument best fitted to measu~e conduct. It is especially 
valuable for obtaining data, such as opinions, that are not 
1/Vlilliam Albig, op. cit., p. 179. 
yaordon 11. Allport, 11Attitudes, u A Handbook of Social Psychology, 
Carl Murchison, Editor, Clark University Press, ~Jorc est,er , 
Massachusetts, 1935, p. 810. 
~1illiam Albig, op. cit., p. 185. 
!fop. cit., p. 186. 
2/Percival M. Symonds, Diagnosing Personality and Conduct, 
The Century Co., New York, 1931, p. 122. 
12 
avail able in files or in published r eports. 
. y 
AJ~use of questionnaires.-- Symonds maintains that 
questionnaires should be used only in the pursuit of new or 
or i ginal inquiries and then only to elicit vital information. 
When used under any other circumstances a questionnaire is 
only a nuisance to those asked to answer them. Questionnaires 
have undergone severe criticism mostly because of violations 
of the preceding principles. 
Tests and questionnaires.-- Although the terms tests 
and questionnaires are sometimes used synonymously, a sharp 
distinction lies bet\veen them. When taking a test an individ-
ual tries to give correct answers to questions vlhich measure 
knowledge. vllien answering a questionnaire an individual tries 
to give the best answers to questions which are trying to find 
out what he has done or will do, or how he thinks or feels or y 
believes. 
Rules for preparation.-- Symonds 
for preparing a questionnaire. 
listed eight rules 
u1. The number of' questions should be small. 
2. Questions should be brief. 
3· Questions shotud cover information desired. 
4. Questions should be simple enough to be 
nnderstood. 
1/Percival Ivi . Symonds, op. cit., p. 125. 
yop. cit., p. 122. 
lfop. cit., pp. 132-137. 
5. Questions s hould be unambiguous. 
6. Questiona should be specific, not general. 
?. Questions should be stated in acceptable 
anguage . 
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8. Questions should be so arranged t hat the ansv;ers 
can be made by checking.'' 
~~hese rules '\'lere follm·;ed a s much as possible in the 
preparation of the questionna re us ed in this study . 
5. Percentages 
Percentages were found to be t he easiest and sim}Jlest 
means for convert ing the raw data of this study i nto r adable 
JJ 
f orm. Re~~ers says: 
none of the most COilli'TIOn statistics used i n opinion 
.rid attitude measurement is 'p', the proportion or per-
centage of a sample ~<Thich possesses such-and-such an 
attit;ude, or the proportion of a sample who ansv.rers a 
poll question 'yes'. It is found by simply dividing 
the n~mber of cases found to possess the attributes in 
quest ion by the total number of cases examined. n 
6. Tables 
Advantages of tables.-- Tables were found to be t he best y 
device for showing t he results of this study. \farthing 
says: 
"In favor of tables generally, it may be said . that (a) they are simple and inexpensive to construct, reguir-
ing no special types of paper, curve forms, etc.; {b) they 
£/Archie G. ~·Jorthing and Joseph Giffner, Treatment of ..!:!,Xperi 
mental Data, John vJiley and Sons, Nev,r York, 1943, p. 2. 
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pennit easy reference to data; (c) they facilitate com-
parison of values; and (d) they . provide a compact form 
for filing." · 
Tables are superior to graphs.-- Tables were also said 
to be superior to graphs. 
n •••• a table may shov,r variations for several depend-
ent variables as satisfa ct orily as for just one. It 
would be difficult to present the same data on a single graph 
without confusion. The table is generally preferable to 
t he graph for presenting data which may be classified 
a d subclassif ied in various ways." !/ 
Z/'Archie G. Worthing and Joseph Giffner, op. cit., p. 2. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
1. Devising a Quest ionnaire 
In order to obtain an evaluation of one goal of science 
teaching by analyzing the opinions of students concerning the 
value of studying science, it was necessary to devise an eas-
ily aruainistered questionnaire. This questionnaire was the 
sole instrument used in gathering the opinions. Only by the 
use of a questionnaire could a reasonably large population · 
be reached. It tvas t herefore i mportant that the questionnaire 
be of raaximum effectiveness and utility. 
E~>tablishing areas for analysis .-- The first task t'ias to 
establish definite areas in ~r.,rhich specific opinions could be 
obtained for analysis. This was requisite to the proper fram-
ing of good questionna ire items. The first area was established 
to obtain the opinions of students concerning the comparative 
value of studying science. The second area \'las established 
·to obtain opinions of the students concerning t he value of 
studying science in the development of beneficial aspects of 
personal living. 
JJ Criteria.-- According to Koos the two criteria of a 
!/Leonard V. Koos, The Questionnaire in Education, The 
llacMillan Company, Ne1:1 York, 1928, p. 99. 
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questionnaire are ability and willingness of the persons 
approached to make reliable answers. To these participant-
centered criteria vTere added simplicity a nd compactness of 
construction. All these lve:r'e of the utmost i mportance be cause 
the questionnaire was administered during regular class meet-
ings of t he students. 
~election of questionnaire items.-- After t h e broad areas 
for analysis ·were established and the cr iteria set, it \"las 
possible to choose specific items. To obtain opinions con-
cerning the comparative value of studying science, a continuum 
of comparative state1:1ents was dra'\'m up. The students vfere 
instrueted to select '\'Ihichever statement expressed their opin-
ion . ~rhe statement, nThe study of science has been of' equal 
value iiO the study of other subjects," '\'laS . purposely omitted. 
It was feit that students would tend to choose t his statement 
to avoid making a decision. They were, however, told that if 
none of the opinions in the continuum fitted their 011-m, they 
could itvrite one in. By this means it is hoped t hat a student 
chose ttequal value" ·when it was his valid opinion, not because 
of j_ndecision. 
Opinions concerning the value of studying ·science in the 
development of beneficial aspects of pers.onal living i'lere 
obtained in the following manner. A number of such aspects 
were listed. This list was then culled by eliminating aspects 
i'lh ich ·are not of real i mportance to every individual. Then 
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because of restrictions of space in the questionnaire, the 
list was further reduced to six. The list is therefore, not 
all-inclusive but representative of the many values of study-
ing science. For each aspect on the final list the students 
\'lere asked to give their opinion \"lhether the study of science 
has been great value, some value, no value or hindered them 
in its development. 
&ackground information.-- A small amount of background 
inforiT~tion about each student was needed to carry out the 
analyses and evaluation. Only information i·thich would s erve 
a definite purpose was asked. 
Trial questionnaire.-- By this time a trial questionnaire 
i·Ias ready and \'las presented to the First Semester, 1954-195 5, 
Science Seminar, conducted by Dr. John G. Read for criticism 
and suggestions. As a result many helpful criticisms and 
· suggestions \"lere obtained. The questionnaire was revised 
accordingly. 
Production.-- The questionnaire l'Tas duplicated by the 
multilith process. A total of 700 copies was run off. 
2. Administering the Questionnaire 
The scope of this study includes the greater portion 
of the student body at Boston University Junior College and 
the Freshmen class a-G Boston University School of Education. 
Permission was sought from officials at both schools to have 
the questionnaire given during a regular class meeting of the 
l$ 
students. At the Junior College the assistance of the members 
of the Science Department \'las of great help in obtaining per-
mission. 
At the Junior College the questionnaire vms given by mem-
bers of the Science Department to the students in their 
classes. 
At the School of Education the questionna ire ~vas given 
by this ~Triter to the six sections of the First Semester, 
1954-1955, educational biology laboratory. 
3. Tabulation.· of the Data 
Screening of completed questionnaires.-- A total of 562 
questionnaires was filled out. Of this number 16 were dis-
carded for violations of instructions and incompleteness. 
Thirty-eight questionnaires Vlith incomplete background data 
were not discarded l:nt separated from the others . The opinions 
on these questionnaires \'lere used in the nalyses in Vlhich all 
students were group:rl. together. They could not be used, however, 
in the detailed breakdoi'ms. 
Di.vision into categories.-- The completed questionnai es, 
except those with incomplete background data, were t hen d v·ded 
into six categories: (1) Boston University Junior Colleg , 
Sophomores, Females; (2) Boston University Junior College, 
Sophomores, r. ales; (3) Boston University Junior College, F'resh-
men, Females; (4) Boston University Junior College, Freshmen, 
Males; (5) Boston University School of Education, Freshmen, 
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i emales; and (6) Boston University School of Education, Fresh-
men , 1•Iales. 
C<)nstruction of charts.-- An 18 by 12 inches chart was 
constructed f or each category. Along the left margin o;f each 
chart t he more common combinations of high school science 
courses were listed. This was necessary because a breakdovm 
according to these combinations \'laS needed for the analyses. 
The combinations were separated by horizontal lines dravin 
bet1r.feen the edges of each chart . Across the top of the charts 
v-Tere l i sted the opinions contained in items two and three of 
the questionnaire. The opinions l'lere separat ed by vert ical 
lines drawn from top to bottom of each chart. 
Actual tabulation.-- The opinions from the completed 
quest ionnaires vlJere then tallied in the correct space . This 
\<Ja.S done for each category. The tally marks i"Tithin each space 
were then added . To obtain t he number of students \·lho expressed 
a particular opinion the totals of all the spaces under that 
opinion were added. To insure accuracy the number of opinions 
expressed per category was compared with the total number of 
students in that category. 
4. Analysis of the Data 
Showing the results.-- Examination of the literature 
sho~r1ed that tables are best :fitted as the means to s hov.f the 
results of this study. 
Statistics used.-- The only statist ics used in this study 
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are percentages. 
Construction of tables.-- The first set of tables (one 
through seven) show the opinions in percentages as expressed 
by 548 students. These tables are a straight presentation 
of the data showing the signif icant differences. 
The second set of tables (eight t hrough fourteen) show 
the opinions in percentages as expressed by 510 students in 
the six categories. The data from 38 students~ questionnaires 
with incomplete background data could not be used. This set 
of tables constitutes a detailed breakdown of the data intended 
mostly for readers who are interested in noting the varying 
opinions expressed by each of th~ six categories. 
The t hird set of tables (fifteen through t1·:enty-one) 
show t he opinions in percentages as expressed by students in 
12 categories who studied different '. combinations of high 
school science courses. A total of 418 students is included 
in these 12 categories. These tables are intended to show 
the differences in opinions brought about by t he study of var-
ious combinations of high school science courses. 
~!tual analysis.-~ After the tables were constructed and 
the data entered, it vias possible -to analyze t he results . A 
short analysis was prepared for each table to · point out sig-
nificant . findings. Then a final analysis 1-ras prepared f or. 
the conclusions. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to obtain an evaluation of 
one goal of science teaching by analyzing the opinions of 
select ed students concerning the value of studying science. 
The results and analyses contained in this chapter s how t he 
opinions as expressed by t he students. Also the differences . 
. y 
of opinion expressed by the students in the six categories, 
and by the students who studied different combinations of high 
school science courses are shm1n. 
1. Opinions Expressed 
By Selected Students 
1~1e following results and anlyses are presented to show 
the opi nions concerning the value of studying science expressed 
by 548 students. 
Comparative value.-- The opinions of the students con-
cerning the value of studying science in comparison to the 
value of studying other subjects were obtained by item two 
of the questionnaire. 
1/See p. 19, for a listing of these categories. 
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Table 1. Percentages of opinions concerning the value of 
studying science 
Opinions 
ll) 
a. The study of science has been of more value 
to me than all other subjects combined ..... .. 
b. The study of science has been of more value 
to me than any other single subject ••••••••• 
c. The study of science has been of equal value 
to the study of other subjects •••••••••••••• 
d. The study of science has been of some value 
to me but I would have gained more from the 
study of some other subject ••••••••••••••••• 
e., The time I spent studying science \'las 
wast,ed • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
f. I do not know whether the study of science 
has been of any value to me ••••••••••••••••• 
Percenta.e:es 
(2} 
5 
39 
10 
1 
9 
Analysis: This table shows that a ma jority of the students 
are of the opinion that the study of science is 
more valuable or as valuable as the study of other 
subject. 
>. 
Leisure time activities.-- The opinions concerning ·the 
value of studying science in the development of beneficial 
leisure time activities were obtained by item 3a of the ques-
tionnaire. Table 2 shows the percentages of opinions. · 
Table ;~. Percentages of op~n~ons concerning the value of 
studying science in the development of enjoyable 
leisure time activities 
Opinions 
(].) 
Great value •••••• 
Some value ••••••• 
No value ••••••••• 
Hindered me •••••• 
Percentages 
(2} 
7 
53 
39 
l . 
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Analysis: This table shmvs that many students are not R\.vare 
that the study of science can provide the means for 
enjoying leisure. 
Appreciation of nature.-- The opinions concerning the 
value of studying science in the development of appreciation 
of nature were obtained by item 3b of the questionnaire. 
I 
Table 3 shows the percentages of opinions. 
Table 3· Percentages of op~n~ons concerning the value of 
studying science in t he development of appreciation 
of nature 
Opinions 
(].J 
Great value ••••••• 
Some value •••• ~··· 
No value •••••••••• 
Hindered me ••••••• 
Percentages 
. {2) 
40 
53 
7 
0 
Analysis: This table shows that a majority of these students 
realize that t he study of science helps them to 
appreciate nature. 
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Ability to understand current problems and issues.-- The 
opinions conc erning the value of studying science in the 
development of ability to understand current problems and 
issues were obtained by item 3c of the questionnaire. Table 4 
s hows the percentages of opinions. 
Table 4. Percentages of op:Wions conc'erning ·the value o:f 
studying science in the development of abili ty to 
understand current problems and issues 
0]2inions 
lJ.J 
Great value •••••• 
Some value ••••••• 
No value ••••••••• 
Hindered me •••••• 
Percentages 
l2J 
25 
54 
20 
1 
Analysis: This table sho'\vs that many o:f t hese students a re 
not :fully aware t hat the study o:f science can help 
them to understand current problems and i s sues • 
. . Ability to make -v;ise purchases.--The opinions conc erning 
the value of studying science in the development of ability 
to make v-;ise purchases were obtained by item . 3d of the ques-
tionnaire. Table 5 sho\'lS the per centages of opi nions . 
Table 5. Percentages of op~n~ons concerning the value of 
studying science in the development of ability to 
make wise purchases 
Opinions 
{lJ 
Great value ' 
Some value 
No value 
Hindered me 
Percentages 
{2) 
9 
41 
49 
1 
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Analysj.s: This table shows that one half of t hese students do 
not realize that the study of science can help them 
become intelligent consumers. 
Beneficial health and nutritional habits.-- The opinions 
concerning the value of studying science in the development 
of beneficial health and nutritional habits were obtained by 
item 3e of the questionnaire. Table 6 sho\".;s the percentages 
of opinions. 
Table 6. Percentages of opinions concerning the value of 
studying science in the development of beneficial 
health and nutritional habits 
Opinions 
(1} 
Great value ••••••• 
Some value •••••••• 
No value •••••••••• 
Hindered me ••••••• 
Percenta,ges 
{2) . 
36 
52 
12 
0 
Analysis: This table shows that the majority of t hese students 
realize that the study of science helps them main-
tain good health. 
.. 
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Beneficial work and study habits.-- The opinions concern-
ing the value of studying science in the development of bene-
ficial work and study habits were obtained by item 3f of the 
questionnaire. Table 7 shmvs the percentages of opinions. 
Table 7. Percentages of opJ.nJ.ons concerning the value of 
studying science in the development of beneficial 
work and study habits 
O_l.)_inions 
{1) 
Great value ••••••• 
Some value •••••••• 
No value •••••••••• 
Hindered me ••••••• 
Percenta.ges 
l21 
20 
55 
24 
1 
Analysis: This table shows that some of the students are not 
fully a\V"are that the study of science can help them 
develope good work and study habits. 
2. Opinions Expressed by Selected 
Students Divided into Six Categories 
The following results and analyses show the differences 
of opinion concerning the value of studying science expressed 
by the students in each of the six categories. The main dif-
ferences are noted between the opinions expressed by the male 
students and those expressed by the female students. 
Comparative value.-- Table $ shows the percentages of 
opinions concerning the comparative value of studying science. 
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Table 8. Percentages of opinions expressed by selected 
students divided into six categories 
. Categories Percentages o:f O_I>_inions 
a* b* c):, d* et.: f:i( (lJ . (2) { 1) J4) (_5J ( 6) { 7) 
1. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores , 
0 41 Females ••••••••••••• 7 41 4 7 2. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores, 
6 40 Ivial es • •...•• • • • .. • • • 7 40 0 7 
3· Bos·ton University 
Jun:ior College, 
Freshmen, 
Females •••• ~··•····· 7 35 7 35 0 19 
4. Bost on University 
Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
38 6 rv~ales ••••••••••••••• 5 39 11 1 
5· Bos t on University 
School o:f Education, 
Fre~3hmen, 
17 31 Females ••••••••••••• 3 37 5 7 6. Boston University 
School o:f Education, 
Fresrunen, 
16 Ivlales ••••••••••••• • • 5 43 20 2 14 
I I 
*Opl.nJ.ons 
a. ~rhe study o:f science has been of more value to me than 
all other subjects combined. 
b. 'fhe study o:f science has been of more value to me than 
any other single subject. 
c. rnhe study of science has been of' equal. value to the 
' study of other subjects. 
d. The study of science has been of some value to me but 
I would have gained more from the study of some other 
subject. 
e. The time I spent studying science was v'lasted. 
f. I do not know whether the study o:f science has been o:f 
any value to me. 
Analysis: The data of this table do not show any conclusive 
differences o:f opinion between the categories. 
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Leisure time activities.-- Table 9 shov-1s the percentages 
of opinions concerning the value of studying science in the 
development of enjoyable leisure time activities. 
Table 9. Percentages of opinions expressed by select ed 
students divided into six categories 
Categories Percentages of O'Q_ini ons 
Great Some No H~ndered 
Value Value Value Me 
ll) (2} l3) l4J ( 5 J 
1. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores, 
28 Fer ales ••••••••••••• 0 72 0 
2. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores, 
J' .. la es • •••••••••••••• 10 62 28 0 
3· Boston University Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
46 Females ••••••••••••• 4 50 0 
4· Boston University Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
I a l es ••••••••••••••• 7 55 37 1 
5. Boston University 
School of Education, 
lt're shmen, 
Fernales ••••••••••••• 3 44 50 3 6. Boston University 
School of Education, 
Freshmen, 
6 60 !v1ales •••• .•••••••••• 30 4 
Analysis: This table shows that the male students are more 
aware t hat the study of science aids enjoyment of 
leisure time. 
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ApPreciation of nature.-- Table 10 shmts the percentages 
of opinions concerning the value of studying science in the 
development of appreciation of nature. 
Table 10. Percentages of opinions expressed by selected 
students divided into six categories 
Categories Percentages of Opinions 
Great ::>orne No Bindered 
Value Value Value Iv1e 
{1) (2) J3J { 4) l5 J 
1. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores, 
Females ••••••••••••• 31 58 11 0 
2. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores, 
r ales ••••••••••••••• 50 45 5 0 
3· Boston University 
Junior College, 
l:i'rE!Shmen, 
26 60 :F'entales ••••••••••••• 14 0 
4. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
I•Iales •••••••• .••••••• 40 53 7 0 
5. Bos ton University 
School of '""ducation, 
Freshmen, 
28 62 Ferrtales ••••••••••••• 10 0 
6. Boston University 
School of Education, 
Fr eshmen, 
56 I·Ta.les ••••••••••••••• 37 7 0 
Analysis: This table shovvs that male students are more avmre 
that the study of science builds appreciation of 
nature. 
Ability to tmderstand current problems and issues.--
Table 11 shows the percentages of opinions concerning the 
value of studying science in the development of ability to 
under~tand current problems and issues. 
Table 11. Perc ent ages of opinions expressed by s elected 
students divided into six cat egories 
Categories Percentages of Opinions 
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Great Some !\!0 H~ndered 
Value Value Value Ivie 
llJ (2) ( 3) l4) l5) 
1. Boston University 
J ur.ior College , 
Sophomores, 
Fer ales •••••••••••••• 24 55 21 0 
2. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores, 
60 6 l•la.. les • ••••••••••••••• 34 0 
3· Boston University Junior College , 
Freshmen, 
18 48 Females •••••••••••••• 34 0 
4· Boston Univexsity 
Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
18 l'~ales ................. 27 54 1 
5. Boston University 
School of Education, 
Freshmen, 
18 38 Females •••••••••••••• 44 0 
6. Boston University 
School of Education, 
Freshmen, 
18 62 18 If.iales •••••••••••••••• 0 
Analysis: This table sho~r1s that male students are slighlty 
more aware of the value of studying science in the 
development of ability to understand current prob-
lems arid issues. 
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Ability to make wise purchases.-- Table 12 shm•rs the 
percentages of opinions concerning the value of studying sci-
ence in the development of ability to make wise purchases. 
Table 12. Percentages of opinions expressed by selected 
students divided into six categories 
Categories Percentages of O_Rinions 
Great Some .No HJ..ndered 
Value Value Value r·~e 
ll ) . _\2) DJ l4J ( 5) 
1. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophmores , 
Females ••••••••••••• 0 34- 66 0 2. Boston University 
Junior College 
Sophomores, 
Gales ••••••••••••••• 13 35 52 0 
3 · Boston University Junior College , 
Ii're sb.men, 
46 7emales ••••••••••••• ll 43 0 
4· Bos·ton University 
Junior College, 
Freshr en 
' 10 l.rlales • •.••••••••.••• 52 37 1 
5. Boston University 
School of Education, 
Fresh•·nen, 
Females ••••••••••••• 7 22 70 1 6. Boston University 
School of Education, 
J:i'reshmen, 
6 I~Iales ••••••••••••••• 35 59 0 
Analysis: This table shmvs ·that all the students are unfor-
tunately i'airly \'lell a greed that the study of' science 
is of little value in the development of ability to 
make \'lise purchases. 
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Beneficial health and nutritional habits.-- Table 13 
shows the percentages of opinions concerning the value of 
studytng science in the developEJ.ent of beneficial health and 
nutritional habits. 
Table 13. Percent a ges of op~n1ons expressed by selected 
student s divided into six cat egories 
Categories Percentages of Opinions 
Great Some No Hindered 
Value Value Value Me ( 1) (2} (3) l.4) l5) 
l. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores, 
f emales ••••••••••••• 31 52 17 0 
2. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Sophomores, 
46 lV.!ales ••• • ••••••••••• 30 24 0 
3. - Boston University 
Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
Females ••••••••••••• 40 50 10 0 
4. Boston University 
Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
38 .r.Iales ••••••••••••••• 52 10 0 
5. Boston University 
School ofEduce:ttion, 
Freshmen, 
Fernales ••••••••••••• 32 57 11 0 
6. Boston University 
School of Education, 
.l:'reshmen, 
IvTales ••••••••••••••• 35 59 6 0 
Analysis: This table shows that all the students are fairly 
well agreed that the study of science is valuable 
in the development oi' good health practices . 
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Beneficial work and study habits. - - Table 14 shm·rs t he 
percentages of opinions concerning the value of studying sci-
ence in the development of benef icial work and study habit s. 
Table 14. Percentages of opinions expressed by s elected 
students divided i nto six categories 
Categories Percenta.e:es of Qpinions 
Gr eat Some No Hindered 
Value Value Value Ivie 
tl J l2) (3 J l4 J J5J 
1. Boston Univer sity 
Jwlior College, 
Sophomores, 
62 Females ••••••••••••• 17 21 0 
2. Boston University 
Jwlior College, 
Sophomores, 
I\,Ta.les • •••••••••••••• 11 57 32 0 
3· Boston University Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
26 36 Females ••••••••••••• 37 1 
4· Boston University Junior College, 
Freshmen, 
1lales ••••••••••••••• 19 55 25 1 
5. Boston University 
School of Educat i on, 
:&,r es lunen, 
63 Females ••••••••••••• 21 15 1 
6. Boston Univers ity 
School of Education, 
Fr eshmen, 
]IT..ales ••••••••••••••• 24 59 17 0 
Analysis : This tabl e shov;s t hat all the students a re approx-
imatel y equally m1aware of the f ull value of the 
study of science in the formation of good '\•Tork and 
study habits . 
3· Opinions Expressed by Selected 
Students Divided into ~telve Categories 
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The following results and analyses are presented to show 
the differences in opinion concerning the value of studying 
science as expressed by twelve categories of selected students. 
The t welve categories consist of students who studied differ-
ent combinations of high school science courses. 
Comparative value.-- Table 15 shows the percentages of 
opinions concerning the comparative value of studying science. 
1 
'rable 15. Percentages of op~n~ons expressed by select ed 
students who studied one of twelve combinations 
of high school science courses 
Comb~nat~ons of 
High School Percentages of Opinions 
Science Courses a* b* c·'-.,, d,;' e>:' f* 
ll ) l2} {3) {4J l5J {b) (7} 
1. Biolo • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 33 13 39 4 11 
2 . Biology and 
Chemistry ••••••••••• 3 56 13 28 0 0 
3· Biology and Ger eral science ••••• 2 24 12 44 2 16 
4 - Biology, 
Chemistry and 
6 46 General science ••••• 16 26 0 6 
5. Biology, . 
Chemistry and 
18 Physics ••••••••••• ~. 12 47 23 0 0 
6. Bi ology, 
Chemistry; 
General science and 
Physics • .- • •••••••••• 3 48 8 30 5 6 
7. Chemistry ••••••••••• 14 29 0 43 0 14 8. Chemistry and 
General science ••••• 0 16 11 61 0 11 
9. Chemistry and 
Physics ••••••••••••• 7 67 0 20 0 7 
o. Chemi stry, 
General science and 
Physics ••••••••••••• 7 22 7 57 0 7 
• 11 
1 2. 
General science ••••• 
Physics ••••••••••••• 
4 25 
9 33 
11 41 0 9 
25 33 0 0 
I 
,;'OpJ.ni ons 
,,.. 
a . The study of science has been of more value to me than 
all other subjects combined. 
b. The study of science has been of more value to me than 
any other single subject. 
c. The study of science has been of equal value to the 
study of other subjects. 
d. The study of science has been of s ome value to me but 
I \'Vould have gained more from the study of some other 
subject. 
e. The time I spent s~udying science was wasted. 
f. I do nQt know l'Thether the study of science has been of 
any value to me. 
Analysis: This table shmvs t hat students who studied a var iety 
of science courses are more aware of the value of 
studying science. 
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:Leisure time activities. - - Table 16 shows the perc entages 
of opinions conc erning the value of studying science in the 
devel opment of enjoyable leisure t i me acitivities. 
Table 16. Percentages of opinions expressed by selected 
students who studied one of twelve combinations 
of high school science courses 
Combinations of Percentages of Opinions 
High School Great Some No H~ndered 
Science Courses Value Value Value ~-Jie (1} (2) {3) (4) ( 5) 
1. Biology •••••••••••• 7 39 54 0 
2. Bi ology and 
Chemistry •••••••••• 6 41 53 0 
3· Biology and General science •••• 3 55 41 1 
4. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
62 General science •••• 3 35 0 
5. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
Physics •••••••••••• 0 65 35 0 6. Biology, 
Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 16 50 34 0 7. Chemistry •••••••••• 7 43 43 7 $. Chemistry and 
General science •••• 10 43 47 0 
9. Chemistry and 
Physics •••••••••••• 20 53 20 7 
10. Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 7 64 29 0 
11. General science •••• 5 56 34 5 12. Physics •••••••••••• 11 55 34 0 
Analysis: .This table shows t hat s tudents who studi ed chemistry 
or physics or both , toget her with biology are 
slightly more aware that the study of science 
developes enjoyable leisure time activities. 
Appreciation of nature.-- Table 17 shows the percentages 
of opinions concerning the value of studying science in the 
development of appreciation of nature. 
Table 17. Percentages of opi nion expressed by selected 
students vtho studied one of tY.Telve combinations 
of high school science cotrrses 
Combinations of Percentages of Opinions 
High School Great Some No Hindered 
Science Courses Value Value Value I~1e 
ll) l2) {3) ( 4) l5} 
1 ·~ Biology •••••••••••• 30 4$ 22 0 
2 .. Biology and 
Chemistry •••••••••• 44 41 15 0 
3· Biology and 
General science •••• 34 59 7 0 
4. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
General science •••• 43 52 5 0 
5. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
6 Physics •••••••••••• 41 53 0 6. Biology, 
Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 34 52 14 0 
7. Chemistry •••••••••• 7 64 29 0 
8. Chemistry and 
General science •••• 29 71 0 0 
9. Chemistry and 
Physics •••••••••••• 55 45 0 0 
10. Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 50 50 0 0 
11. General science •••• 50 39 11 0 
12. Physics •••••••••••• 22 78 0 0 
Analysis: This table shows that students who concentrated in 
the physical sciences are more aware that the study 
of science developes appreciation of nature. 
~bility to understand current problems and issues.--
Table 18 shows the percentages of opinions concerning the 
value of studying science in the development of ability to 
understand current problems and issues. 
Table 18. Percentages of opinions expressed by selected 
students who studied one of twelve combinations 
of high school science courses 
Combinations of Percentages of Opinions 
39 
High School Great Some No Hinder ed 
Science Courses Value Value Value Me 
tl} (2) (3) (4} (_5J 
1. Biology •••••••••••• 22 46 32 0 
2. Biology and 
Chemistry •••••••••• 9 66 25 0 
3· Bj.ology and 18 General science •••• 53 29 0 
4. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
General science •••• 29 57 14 0 
5 . Bi.ology, 
Chemistry and 
18 Physics •••••••••••• 70 12 0 
6. Biology, 
Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 28 52 20 0 
7. Chemistry •••••••••• 15 49 36 0 8. Chemistry and 
General science •••• 24 71 5 0 
9. Chemistry and 
~hysics •••••••••••• 34 40 26 0 
10. Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 42 29 29 0 
11. General science •••• 22 72 6 0 
12. Physics •••••••••••• 44 44 12 0 
Analysis: This table shows that students who concentrated in 
the physical sciences are more aware that the study 
of science developes ability to understand current 
problems. 
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Ability to make wise purchases.-- Table 19 shovTs the 
percentages of opinions concerni ng the value of studying sci-
ence in the development of abilit y to make wise purchases. 
Table 19. Percentages of opinions expressed by selected 
students ~Tho studied one of t welve combina tions 
of high school science courses 
Combinations of Percentages of Opinions 
High School Great . Some No Hindered 
Science Courses Value Value Value Me {1} ( 2 J l3} {l+J l5) 
1. Biology •••••••••••• 13 37 48 2 
2. Biology and 
Chemistry •••••••••• 12 41 47 0 
3· Biology and General science •••• 7 34 59 0 
4· Biology, Chemistry and 
General science •••• 10 50 40 0 
5. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
65 Physics ••• .••••••••• 0 35 0 6. Biology, 
Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 11 40 ~l 0 7. Chemistry •••••••••• 0 36 0 
8. Chemistry and 
General science •••• 10 38 52 0 
9. Chemistry and 
Physics •••••••••••• 20 33 47 0 
10. Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 7 71 22 0 
11. General science •••• 6 44 50 0 
12. Physics •••••••••••• 0 45 55 0 
Analysis: This table shov-;s that the · students are almost 
equally unaware of the value of studying science in 
the development of ability to make wise purchases. 
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Beneficial health and nutritional habits. - - Table 20 
shows the percentages of opinions concerning the value of 
studying science in the devel opment of beneficial health and 
nutritional habits. 
Table 20. Percentages of op~n~ons expressed by selected 
students who studied one of twelve combinations 
of high school science courses 
Combinations of Percentages of OPinions 
High School Great -s-ome No Hindered 
Science Courses Value Val ue Value Me (1) { 2) ( '3 } ( 4) l5) 
1. Biology •••••••••••• 37 50 13 0 
2. Biology and 
Chemistry •••••••••• 47 44 9 0 
3· Bi ology and General science •••• 29 55 16 0 
4. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
46 46 General science •••• 8 0 
5. Biology, 
CJ:1emistry and 
18 Physics •••••••••••• 76 6 0 
6. Biology, 
Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 33 54 13 0 
7. Chemistry •••••••••• 22 64 ll~ 0 
s. Chemi stry and 
General science •••• 34 38 28 0 
9. Chemistry and 
Physics •••••••••••• 47 40 13 0 
10. C emistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 36 50 14 0 
11. General science •••• 33 56 11 0 
12. Physics •••••••••••• 22 56 22 0 
Analysis: This table s ho-w-.rs that the students who studied biol-
ogy, together -vlith chemistry and physics are more 
aware of the value of studying science in developing 
good health habits. 
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Beneficial work and study habits.-- Table 21 shows the 
percentages of opinions concerning the value of studying sci-
ence in the development of beneficial ".'lOrk and study habits • 
.. . 
Table 21. Percentages of opinions expressed by selected 
students who studied one of tvvelve con:.binations 
of high school science courses 
Combi nat ions of Percentages of Opinions 
High School Great ~orne No Hindered 
Sc:ience Courses Value Value Value r1e 
ll} (2} J3J (4} ( 5} 
1. Biology •••••••••••• 14 58 26 2 
2. Biology and 
Chemistry •••••••••• 25 56 19 0 
3· Biology and General science.~ •• 19 48 23 0 
4. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
General science •••• 24 52 24 0 
5. Biology, 
Chemistry and 
65 Physics •••••••••••• 12 18 5 6. Biology, 
Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• 22 47 30 1 
7. Chemistry •••••••••• 13 75 12 0 
8. Chemistry and 
General science •••• 19 57 24 0 
9. Chemistry and 
Physics •••••••••••• 54 33 13 0 
10. Chemistry, 
General science and 
Physics •••••••••••• lL, 65 21 0 
11. General science •••• 22 44 34 0 
12. Physics •••••••••••• 22 56 22 0 
Analysis: This table shows that the students who studied at 
least one of the physical sciences are more avmre 
of the value of studying science in developing 
good \'lark and study habits. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Within the scope of this study it can be concluded that 
students are not fully aware of the value of studying science. 
In the opinion of this writer this lack of awareness is due 
to: 
1. The failure of some science teachers specifically to 
point out that the study of science can and should be valuable 
in all aspects of life. 
2. 7he failure of some science teachers to teach the 
applications of scientific kno1rlledge. 
3. The tendency of some science teachers to teach sub-
ject-matter that has fe"Vl or no applications to every day liv-
ing. 
We must therefore, conclude that some science teachers 
have often neglected to teach the value and practical appli-
cations of the knowledge they deem pertinent for their stu-
dents to knmt. 
1. General Conclusions 
Comparative value of studying science.-- Five per cent 
of the students are of the opinion that the study of science 
has been more valuable to them than the study of all other 
-43-
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subjects combined.. Thirty-nine per cent were of the opinion 
that tl:estudy of science has . been more valuable than any 
other single subject. Ten per cent maintained that it has 
been of equal value to the study of· other subjects. Thirty-
six per cent were of the opinion that the study of science 
has been some value but that they \'vould have profited more 
from other subjects. One per cent said that the time they 
spent studying science was wasted. Nine per cent did not 
knovr vvhether the study of science has been of any value .. 
\ve can. conclude from the foregoing results that the 
study of science is more than holding its O"t"m in importance 
among ·the other subjects in the curriculum. This is especially 
significant when \'le consider that, only a few of the students 
who participated in this study will pursue science as a voca~~ 
tion. If the scope had included engineering students or sci-
ence majors, the study of science might have ranked higher. 
m1joyable leisure time activities.-- The opinions expressed 
by the students concerning the value of studying science in 
the development of enjoyable leisure tline activities were 
disappoint ing. O!W seven per cent of the s tudents 1.-vere of t he 
opinion t hat the study of science has been great value in this 
aspect oi' personal living. Fifty-three per cent mai ntained 
that it has been some value. Thirty-nine per cent stat ed that 
it has been of no value. And one per cent were of the opin-
ion that studying science hinder ed t heir development of enjoy-
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able leisure time activities. 
These opinions are even more disappointing when lY"e con-
sider the great amont of scientific knowledge that is v1ell 
suited for application to leisure time. The understanding of 
popular scientific \·,rritings, for example, is definitely in-
creased by a study of technical subjects. JJ In addition to 
reading, avenues to itlholesome recreavon can be opened in all 
directions by the study of science . Before students can 
apply scientific knovdedge to their leisure time, hmvever, 
they must be shovm hot"l. It should be the r esponsibility of 
every science teacher to incorporate this "showing how" into 
his teaching. 
Appreciation of nature.-- A majority of the students are 
aware of the value of studying science in the development of 
appreciation of nature. Forty per cent l'iere of the opinion 
that the study of science has been great value in the develop-
ment of this aspect of personal living. Fifty-three per cent 
maintained that it has been some value. Seven per cent stated 
that it has been no value. 
The appreciation of natur e is developed as students learn 
3) 
understandings such as man's dependence on the stm. Nixon 
1/Evelyn 1. Mudge, Transfer of Training in Chemistry , Unpublish-
ed Doctor ' s Dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1935. 
Reported in: Frances D. Curtis , A Third Digest of Investigations 
in the Teaching of Science , P. Blakiston's Son & Co., Inc. , 
1939, Study No. 200, pp. 173-178. · 
2/Benjami:t;e c. Grue~berg, ~''?"ital yalues. in Science Teaching, rr 
School Sc~ence and NathemaL.~cs , (l''ebruary 1931), 31: 126. 
1/Elvwod D. Heiss, et . a1., op. cit., P• 135. 
defines appreciations as rr •••• a sensitive awareness to 
and perception of, the importance or utility of information 
in its relation to other fields and in the development of 
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attitudes and tastes." So the mere learning of facts does 
not necessarily build appreciations. 
Ability to understand current problems and issues.-- The 
opinions expressed by the students concerning .the value of 
studying science in the development of the ability to under-
stand current issues and problems were slighlty disappointing. 
Only 25 per cent of t he students were of the opinion that the 
study of science has been of great value in the development of 
this a:3pect of personal living. Fifty-four per cent maintain-
ed t hat it has been some value. Tvtenty per cent stated that 
it has been no value. One per cent were of the opinion tha t 
the study of science has hindered them. 
The study of science can provide the necessary knowledge 
for the intelligent understanding of problems facing both our 
nation and all civilization. For example, the problem of con-
serving our national resources should become clearer and more 
i mportant after studying a course in chemist17 or one of the 
. y 
newer physical science courses. 
Ability to make wise purchases.-- The opinions expressed 
YAlfred E. Nixon, flThe r.Ieaning of Appreciation, !I Science 
Education (February 1945), 29: 35. 
y'Eh ·mod D. Heiss, et. al., op. cit., p. 16. 
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~"- by the students concerning the value of studying science in 
the development of the ability to make vlise purchases vvere 
very disappointing. Only nine per cent \'Vere o:f the opinion 
that s tudying has been great value in the development of this 
aspect of personal living. Forty-one per cent maintained that 
it has been some value. Forty-nine per cent stated t hat it 
has been no value. One per cent were of the opinion that the 
study of science has hindered them. 
These opinions represent a serious incrimination of 
science teaching. The economics of modern living demand that 
every person be an intelligent conswner. It is unfortunate 
t hat students do not realize t hat the study of science can 
help them rea ch this goal. 
The study of science can be of particular value in enabling 
consmners to make a judgement of the fair purchase price of an 
11 
a r ticle. If a person knows the composition of an article, 
its method of manufacture, and t he raw materials used he can 
arrive at a more accurate judgement. This is important in sim-
ple household gadgets as well as complicated pieces of machinery. 
Beneficial health and nutritional habits •. -- A majority of 
the students realize that t he study of science is valuable in 
the formation of good health habits. Thirty-six per cent liere 
of the opinion t hat the study of science has been great value 
in this aspect of personal living. Fifty-two per cent stated 
J}George L. Bush, Scfence Education in Consumer Buying, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New 
York, 1941, p. 22. 
t hat it has been some value. THelve per cent maintained that 
it has been no value. 
Good health is one of the ma jor objectives of scien ce 
education. Educators have realized t hat every citizen needs 
an apprecia tion of ~That health means to him and to his com-
1/ 
munity. Ivieier found that 50 per cent of the instructional 
materi al in biology textbooks was devoted to health. Textbooks y 
in the other science were found to devote smaller percentages. 
Beneficial work and study habits.-- The opinions expressed 
by the students concerning the value of studying science i n the 
development of benefi cial 11ork and study habits vlere disap.point-
ing. THenty per cent of the students wer e of the opi nion that 
the study of science has been great value in this aspect of 
personal living. Fifty-five per cent ma inta ined t hat is has 
been some value. 1'vrenty-four per cent stated t hat it has been 
no val ue. One per cent viere of the opinion t~hat t he st udy of 
science has hindered them. 
The scientific met hod is valuable net only to the HOrk 
and study involved in f ormal education, but also t hroughout 
3.1 
life. The problem is to i mpress students wit h its value 
1/Committee on the Teaching of Science, Nat ional Society for 
the Study of Education, A Program for Teaching Science, Thirty-
first Yearbook, 1932, Part I, The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, P• 30 • 
.1/Carleton E. Preston, The High School Science 'I'eacher and His 
~' ]•1cGraw-Hil1 Book Company, Inc., New York, 1936, p. 107. 
and shoit7 them hm:f to use it. They should be shov-m that it 
can be applied whenever and wherever there are problems to y 
solve and facts available which bear upon the solution. 
When the scientific method is pla ced on a functional basis 
students will be more likely to realize its value and apply 
it to their lives. 
2. Implications for Science Teaching 
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lt has been concluded that students are not fully a1"1are 
of the value of studying science. \'Je must therefore, examine 
some means by which this undesir able situtation can be reme-
died. Following are some suggestions for making certain t ,hat · 
studen·ts do not finish their science courses \tTithout having 
acquired a lasting appreciation of the value of studying sci-
ence . 
Foster a genuine inter est in science.-- We should make 
sure t hat students acquire an enduring interest in science. 
This i nterest cannot be commanded or coerced. Rather it must 
be built gradually from the time a child is first introduced 
to science until his last f ormal contact. How can this best 
y' 
be done? Dubos says: 
"Any program aimed at fostering a general interest 
in science among the public at large must recognize that 
we have no right to expect others to be interested in the 
tricks of our specialized trade. ~le must learn to pre-
1/John G. Almack, Research and Thesis Hriting, Houghton-
lv'ifflin Company, Boston, 1930, p. 59. 
g/Workshop in Science in General Education, op. cit., p. 5. 
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sent to the public those aspects of our activities that 
possess broad human values.n 
Make science instruction functional.-- It has been con-
eluded that some science teachers tend to teach only isolated 
facts Vlithout also teaching functional applications. The 
trend now, however, is definitely in the direction of utiliz-
ing science content as a means to the end of better adjust-
Y 
ment , rather than as an end in itself. Science teac.uing 
will not be really effective unless the emphasis is placed 
on functional facts, functional concepts and functional prin-
ciples designed to a id yo~g people in solving the adjust-
ment problems of living. 
Aid all-around development.-- Blough suggests that 
science teachers should sit do\'m and think about hovl to select 
science content and teach it so that it can make its greatest 
possible contribution to t he all-around development of the 
students. Biology tea chers have the responsibility to see to 
it that yotmg people have a clear understanding of the working 
of their ovm bodies and a thorough knov1ledge of good habits 
of health and hygiene. Teachers of the physical sciences must 
,-
see to it that each student receives (Of' coherent picture of the 
-- w 
world he lives in as revealed by science. 
1/Elwood D. Heiss, et. al., op. cit., p. 31. 
,Y'loc. cit • 
..1/Glenn O. Blough, "Teaching I•:iore Than Sc ience, n National 
Education Association Journal (November 19~.8), 37: 5I;. · 
ysamuel Ralph Pot.vers, . "Improvement of Science Teaching, n 
Teachers College Record (January 1939), 40: 275. 
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Students are beset by many doubts and fears during t heir 
development into adulthood. The study of s .cience is \"Jell 
suited to provide at least a partial alleviation of those 
worries. In this shifting changeable world young people need 
a reasonable optimism vvhich the study of science can provide. 
Science teachers, however, must arrange t heir content and 
adjust their methods of teaching if these goals are to be y 
reached • . 
Give concre~exneriences.-- Usually the very young are 
eager to learn science because they are curious about their 
envirorunent and because they learn mainly by direct contact. 
Jj 
"But as one leaves direct experience and the i nuned-
iate and familiar, an i ncreasing need arises for an i ntel-
lectual structure, an articulated skeleton to be clothed 
with the flesh of scientific fact and demonst r ation. The 
facts of science and the experiences of the l aboratory 
no longer can stand by t hemselves, since t hey no longer 
represent spontaneous and practical elements directly 
related to the daily life of the students. As t hey 
become fur t her removed from his experi ence, more subtle, 
more abstr act, the facts of science must be l ear ned in 
another context, cultur al, historical, and philos ophical. 
Only such br oader pers pectives can give point and lasting 
value to scientific informat ion and exper ience f Ol"' the 
•••• students. l/ 
Shm•T d€pendence of society .-- Pov-Ters states that young 
people are not brought to recognize how society is dependent 
1/Herman..·Scheider, . "Role of Science in Child Development," 
.National Education Association Journal (October 1953), 42: 435. 
~Elwood D. Heiss, et. al., op. cit., p. 29. 
l/Report of the Harvard Conunittee, General Education in a 
Free Society, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1950, p. 156. 
~Srunuel Ralph Powers, op. cit., 40: 276. 
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on science f or the solving of many problems. It is just as 
important for a student to know, for example, how antibiotics 
aid and give hope to society, as it is for him to know what 
they are. The same is true for the many other discoveries 
due to science. 
Reach all students.;_- Schools o:f today, although still 
concerned 1-·lith the education of t hose tlho will occupy posit-
ions of leadership, must also be concerned with the education 
of young people of lesser ability. Doubt has been cast as y 
to \vhether education has been reaching that goal. Science 
teachers should realize that a knmrlledge of science is of 
equal importance to every student regardless of economic 
status or ability. 
Critically .examine results of teaching.-- ~ e must con-
stantly look to the students for evaluation of science teach-
ing. 
"The teacher whose attention is narrowly f ocused 
on subject - matter, and who never looks up to see hov1 it 
is '\'Jith his students, may entertain no doubts whatever 
about the educational value of what he is doing , even 
though an embarrassing proportion of the students may 
sleep through his lectures. This is educational faith 
of the blindest sort. Less blind is the teacher who 
worries about whether his material is getting across 
and takes some pains to find out \'lhether he is making 
anything happen in the student's minds." y 
When a science teacher issatisfied vvith the r esults o:f his 
teachi ng a s shm~ in his students, he can be sure t hat when 
1/Samuel Ralph Pmvers, op. cit., 40: 273. 
g/Uorkshop in Science in General Education, op. cit., p . 187. 
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they leave him they ·will at least he headed in the rie;ht 
direction. 
Summary of suggestions.-- As a result of this study 1'·le 
can see more clearly that the functional objectives of science 
teaching must be taught for directly. Eoreover, it is evi-
dent that these objectives are not mere by-products of any 
11 instruction. And most important, lest these objectives 
becomEl a set of paper goals, they must permeate t he t hinking y 
of all science teachers as they prepare t heir lesson plans. 
3. Suggestions for Further Study 
Further study is needed to devise better metl ods for the 
evaluation of science t eaching. .Evaluations, such as t hose 
obtained by this study, offer one approach to the problem. 
Any study, however, which aims to devise new and better 
methods of evaluation vwuld be of value. 
nstruments such as pre-test and post-test.-- A study 
designed to obtain opinions of students concerning the value 
of studying science bef or e and after studying a science 
course might be of value. A study of t his nature would deter-
mine \'Thether students have become more avvare of the value of 
studying science during the teaching a speci.fic course. It 
would also .provide a mea sure of the amount of functional 
1/Hational Society for the Study of Education, The Nea sure-
ment of Understanding, Forty-fifth Yearbook, 1946, Part I, 
The University of Chi cago Press, p. 136. 
,6/Ehrood D. Heiss, et. al ., op. cit., p. 29. 
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scient ific knowledge learned by t~ :t e students. 
-rtandom sampling.-- A study patterned similar to this 
study, but using a population chosen by r andom sampling, 
might be of value. Opinions obtained .Lrom such a study l.'lould 
be indicative of t he opinions held by t he total population 
instead of only narrov;r segments. Also random sampling vrould 
eliminate any possible bias held by s egments. 
Different questionnaire.- ... A study might be conducted 
using a different questionnaire or a modification of the one 
used in this study. Opinions obta ined by a 11ew questionnaire 
could s erve a s a check on those obta ined by this study. 
APPENDIX 
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Year of College ______________ _ Age 
---
Sex 
·---
1. Ple!ase circle each science course which you studied on the 
high school level. 
Astronomy 
Geology 
Biology 
General science 
Chemistry 
Physics 
2. Please read each of the following statements carefully and 
then check the one Vlhich most nearly expresses your opinion. 
a. The study of science has been of more value to me than 
---all other subjects combined. 
b. __ The study of science has been of more value to me than 
any other single subject. 
c. ' The study of science has been of some value to me but 
---I would have gained more from the study of some other 
subject. 
d. ___ The time I spent studying science was wasted. 
e. I do not knO\"l \"lhether the study of science has been 
---of any value to me. 
3· Following is a list of six areas (a,b,c,d,e and f) in which 
the study of science might or might not be of value to you. 
For each area please check the colunm which best expresses 
how much value the study of science has been to you in that 
specific area. Do this for all six. 
a. Development of enjoyable 
leisure time activities •••••• 
b. Development of appreciation 
of nature •••••••••••••••••••• 
c. Development of ability to 
understand current problems 
and issues ••••••••••••••••••• 
d. Development of ability to 
make wise purchases •••••••••• 
e. Development of beneficial 
health and nutritional 
habits ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
f. Development of beneficial 
work and study habits •••••••• 
Great 
Value 
Some No Hinder 
Value Value ed Me 
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